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THE DUBLIN PENNY JOURNAL. C3) 

t' lately com'd unto this 'ere, 
In a raw lobster's grilpe, 

For I vos cotch'd, vorse luck for me, 
A priggin' ofa vipe. 

" And vhen I com'd for three long months, 
Sent here by Ald'man Cowan, 

The keepers says, ' You mustn't speak, But it's no fault of ourn. 
'' CFor every cove as is in 'ere, 

His patter quite controls; 
And if you dares to spin a yarn, 

They 'l stop your grub, by goles.' 
" And then they took me to the mill, 

At climbing to endeavour;- 
For gemmen there vot pads the hoof, 

Says nothin' votsumever. # *5 * 

" Now ha'n't you seen the tongues in shops, 
Along o' the polonies ? 

They says as nmuch to them, as we 
E'er says unto our cronies. # * 

" ' Eyes right,' they says, and straight ve stares, Vun wouldn't know von's brother, 
For, jigger me, if none on us 

Ever seed von another. 
"Vy, there vas vun, as alvays look'd 

At hindiwiduals, 
In wain they collar'd all his grub, 

He vould squint at his pals. 
"But how d'ye think the rights vos known ? 

He up and told 'em vy; 
And vhen he'd cast 'em, how he crow'd-- 

He'd a cast in his cock-eye I 
"And they vont let us make no signs, Or motions, and such like; 
But vot's the odds ? ve dursn't kick; 

They'll hide us if ve strike. 
"' And vhen ve larks, and thinks they are 

Not wisible to sight, 
Somehow, a precious cove sings out, 

' Silence'--just so-' eyes right.' 
" Now I says this-these blessed beaks 

As draw'd up these 'ere laws, 
I vish their tongues more down their throats 

Vith every breath they draws. 

" I vishes they may swallow them 
For vant of summut tougher, 

For then they'll go and tell their hearts, 
Vot ve poor warmint suffer." 

We have omitted several verses of this precious speci- 
men, as too low or indecent to meet the eye of our readers. 
We feel, indeed, as though we were wrong in occupying 
to much of our Journal with such stuff; but we have 
been induced to do it, for the purpose of showing the 
description of writing sanctioned, without remark, by the 
public in " the metropolis of the world " set off with a 
few wood-cuts. Verily, such things would not pass mus- 
ter in the metropolis of " ould Ireland." 

EFFECTS OP WOLD. 
At a Meeting of the British ....sociation, Doctor Osborne 

read an interesting paper on the effect of cold, as applied 
to the lungs, the stomach, and the skin. He showed that 
there is a provision of nature, by which the air in respira- 
tion, before it arrives at the ultimate ramification of the 
bronchial tubes is heated to such a degree, that even in 
the coldest climates the lungs are protected against its 
effects. When, however, in certain diseases, in conse- 
quence of deficiency of nervous energy, the heat of the 
surfaces of the body is not maintained, then the air arrives 
m a cold state at the air vesicles of the lungs, the result of 
which is torpidity of circulation through their capillaries, 
stagnation, and death. To this he ascribes the frequent 
cases of sudoen death occurring in chronic bronchitis during 
th. night, when the temperature of the apartment has not 

been secured against the vicissitudes to which our climatr 
is so liable, The stomach appears to enjoy a peculiar 
insensibility with regard to temperature. Thus an 

mili- vidual sometimes takes tea or other hot beveraces at a 
temperature of 140 or upwards, and ice at '2, without cold 
or heat being perceived in the stomach--those sensations 
being only felt in the passages to it. When, however, 
ice is taken, thirst is frequently experienced: and wlihn 
large draughts of cold water are taken by a person over- 
heated, and under the depressing influences of fatigite, 
then gastritis is a common result. Those occurrences Dr. 
Osborne illustrated by observations on the effects of cold 
as seen in the exterior of the body, and by a comparison 
of these with the experiments relating to inflahumation 
made by Dr. Alison, and reported by. him at the last 
meeting of the Association. 

By far the most important effect of cold is, however, 
that which it exerts on the body when applied to the 
skin. Of fifty-seven patients in Sir Patrick Don's Hos- 
pital, thirty-four could distinctly refer to cold applied in 
the following manner :-in twelve, wet clotres; five, 
damp feet; three, bathing; tand fourteen, cold air wheni 
heated. The reasoin that meteorology has contributed so 
little to our knowledge of the influence of the atmtmuphere 
on health or disease, is, that no means have been adoptej 
to estimate its cooling power wit refcrence to ourselves. In 
order to accomplish this object, Dr. Osborne employed an 
instrument, which he proposed to call a psychomreter, or 
measurer of refrigeration. It is simply a spirit therniome- 
ter heated to 90, (that being the average of temperature 
of the skin,) and exposed to the air under any circum- 
stances in which it is desired to try it. It is then inferred, 
that the cooling power is inversely as the time required to 
reduce it to so80. By Dr. Osborne's observations, it ap- 
peared, that the cooling effect of a breeze at 70, is to that 
of the air at rest at the same temperature as 5 to 1 ; annd 
secondly, that at the temperature 62, the cooling effect 
produced by fanning is nearly as 3 to 1. From the appli- 
cation of this instrument, it is not too much to expect 
that much light will be thrown on the unhealthy nature 
of the climates of the West Indies and of the coast of 
Africa, with respect to which all the observations made 
with the instruments hitherto in rie have completely 
failed, and which is evidently dependent on the sea and 
land breezes. 

It appeared that the refrigerating power of water at rest 
at 70 was to air of the same temperature as 14 to 1, and 
that the refrigerating power of the water was increased 
by agitation in the ratio of 24 to 15. This corroborates 
what is well known to swimmers of the benumbing effects 
of moving through water. 

In order to ascertain the extent of refrigeration pro- 
duced by wearing damp clothes, Dr. Osborne compared 
the time taken in cooling in air at rest at 68, by the in- 
strument covered in dry cotton wool, and by the same in 
a damp state, and found the refrigeration sustained in the 
latter case, to be to that in the former, nearly as 5 to 1, 
a proportion which would be much greater if the experi- 
ment were made in the open air. 

THE MOON. 

Some time since, a M. Gruithausen, of Munich, stated, 
that he had incontestible proofs that the moon is inha- 
bited : all Europe assailed him with ridicule, but he was 
not to be laughed out of his opinions, and has now repub- 
lished them, in concert with a learned colleague and as- 
tronomer, M. Schroeter. Their common conclusions are: 
first, that the vegetation on the surface of the moon ex- 
tends to 55: S. lat. and 65 N. taInt.; secondly, that from 
the soth degree of N. lat. to the 47th of S. lat. they recog. 
nise evident traces of the abode of animated beings. They 
repeat that which M. Gruithausen tormierly asserted, that 
they perceive high roads in various directions, and have 
further discovered a colossal ed fice, nearly under the 
equator of our satellite. At this place there is in appear- 
ance of a considerable city, near to which they are per. 
fectly assured of the existence of a construction similad 
to that called, in fortification, a hora work.-Athenaum, 
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